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Smart Lock Smart Lock

The software (iOS version) can be 
downloaded from the app store, and 
the Android version can be 
downloaded from the application store 
of Google play.

Google Play App Store
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Registration and Login By App

TTLock users can use their phone number and email to register their 
account. Currently, TTLock App has supported the phone number 
registration in 159 countries and regions. When users are registering 
their account, the verification code will be sent to the mobile phone 
or the email address. After the verification is passed, the 
registration is successful, and then the page will jump directly to the 
home page.

Registration and Login By App

No lock bound with App

There is no lock or key data in the user's account, when TTLock App 
is used for the first time. The user can add a lock in the front page. 
If A lock is already added in the account, the lock information will 
be displayed.

lock bound with App

Smart Lock Smart Lock



After adding the lock successfully, the user has the highest 
authority of the lock, which is the administrator of the lock. The 
user can send the bluetooth key to others with setting the time 
limit, and has the right to select the limited time, permanent or 
one-time Bluetooth key. The key is sent to recipient's mobile phone 
or email and the recipient will get the key and authority of the lock 
in the TTLock App.
Administrators can manage all the keys they send out, including 
clearing keys, resetting keys, sending keys, adjusting the time limit 
of the keys, and viewing the access records.
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Add Lock By App

Add a lock Select “Door Lock” Light up touch screen

Select lock Input lock name Operation Successfully

Send Key By App

Smart Lock Smart Lock
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Add Users By App

In the main interface of the TTLock App, select Passcodes or IC 
Cards, and click on the upper right to add and passcodes and IC 
cards. You can add users for limited time or permanent access. The 
access records can be queried in the main interface.

For example: add passcodes

Passage Mode

In the main interface of the app, select the passage mode in the 
settings, and the date of the passage mode can be set, and the 
start time and end time of the passage mode can also be set. 
After the passage mode is activated, everyone can directly unlock 
the door without any access permission. The passage mode can
be turned off by clicking again.

Smart Lock Smart Lock
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